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Under the prestigious brand SHANDA PRECIOUS METALS,
Shanda Consult Ltd provides trading house and physical storage services for

precious metals, mainly gold, silver, platinum and palladium.
Our clients include private investors and institutional customers such as investment funds,

portfolio and asset managers, insurance companies, banks and companies.

As a privately owned, independent and non-bank company, our services as trade and
storage house for precious metals, do neither fall within the scope CRS (Common 

Reporting Standard or AEOI, Automatic Exchange of Information), nor the compliance rules
applicable for financial institutions.

While we mainly offer trade and physical storage of precious metals in our
main location in Liechtenstein, we also provide storage services in London, Frankfurt,

Zurich, Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong and Panama.

We are one of the very few physical precious metal storage houses providing 
full-cover insurance in the name of our clients, rather than providing 

general (non-individual) insurance coverage.

Our clients may trade their precious metals or request physical delivery at any time.
We will be happy to assist or arrange physical delivery (almost) anywhere in the world.

From a few coins and bars (our smallest client) to 12 tons (our largest client), 
no client is too small or too big for us to be not welcomed.



Segregated and allocated storage in individual, sealed boxes (above),
individual, private vaults (below with 31,1 kg standard silver bullions), 

rented individual stand-alone vaults (on the right),
or smaller safe deposit boxes (the page after).



Highest Level Security Storage Facilities

We provide segregated storage in general vaults, rental complete vaults (strong-rooms) 
and individual small vaults and safe deposit boxes.

Our storage facilities are of Class 10 security level,
one of the highest security level available.

Access to storage rooms follows the six-eyes principle.
Swiss-designed and swiss-made high-tech security systems 

ensure highest safety levels in the entire building.
Individual vaults (strong-rooms and stand-alone vaults) and safe deposit boxes 

can only be opened in presence of our clients with their personal codes.





Segregated and Allocated Storage in the Name of our Clients

We provide individual, segregated and allocated storage of precious metals, in contrast to
many banks, which often only offer unallocated or allocated storage, especially for larger

quantities.

With unallocated or allocated storage, clients possess only the rights on any 
specific precious metal (gold, silver etc.) of the commodity owned by the bank, 

or other storage facilities, 
but they do not legally own specific bullions, bars or coins. 

In this case, the precious metal “owned” by the clients constitutes a part of the bank’s or 
storage facility’s own assets unless it is stored individually in a segregated form.

Gold, silver, platinum, palladium of other valuables stored with us are explicitly segregated
from precious metals belonging to other persons and are allocated as well, which means

that bar numbers etc. are stipulated in the client’s storage report.

Client’s precious metals do not form a part of our own assets or the assets of anybody else
other than our specific client. 

The advantages for our clients are clear: 
no counterparty risk, no insolvency risk exposure.



Individual Insurance in the Name of our Clients

As all precious metals in our custody are stored in the name of our clients 
in segregated and allocated storage, we provide all our clients with individual insurance

coverage in our clients’ name; insurance certificate is provided to our clients.

Bonded Warehouse

Gold is exempted from VAT in the entire EU and most countries. However, commercial
transactions of white precious metals (e.g. silver) are subject to VAT..

We offer our clients storage of their precious metals or other assets such as
diamonds or art pieces in bonded warehouse facilities.

Rented vaults can be declared as bonded warehouse as well.



Trading Precious Metals In-House

We are purchasing and selling precious metals in all forms in-house at the 
main storage location in Liechtenstein, without the need for transport, and under very

competitive conditions.
All stocks are at LBMA standards or above.

If clients wish to store their precious metals somewhere else, we offer worldwide shipping.

We trade bullions and bars in gold, silver, platinum and palladium, 
and coins in gold and silver. 

We accept trade of precious metals in Euro, Swiss Franc, US Dollar, and other currencies.
We provide futures and hedging possibilities and may arrange for gold- or silver-based

lending facilities with partner banks.



Gold Spot Silver Spot

USD EUR USD EUR

2003 19,7% 0,5% 23,9% 4,1%

2004 5,3% -2,7% 14,9% 6,1%

2005 20,0% 36,8% 33,4% 52,1%

2006 23,0% 10,6% 46,6% 31,7%

2007 30,9% 18,4% 14,6% 3,6%

2008 5,6% 10,5% -23,0% -19,5%

2009 23,4% 20,7% 47,6% 44,3%

2010 29,5% 38,8% 83,0% 96,2%

2011 10,1% 14,2% -10,2% -6,9%

2012 7,0% 4,9% 8,3% 6,2%

2013 -28,3% -31,2% -35,9% -38,5%

2014 -1,5% 12,1% -19,6% -8,5%

2015 -10,4% -0,3% -11,5% -1,5%

2016 9,1% 12,4% 17,3% 20,9%

2017 13,6% -1,0% 7,1% -6,7%

2018 2,0% -0,2% -4,0% -6,0%

Ann. Average: 9,9% 9,0% 12,0% 11,1%
Source: goldprice.org and silverprice.org, 08 April 2018

Gold and Silver - Resilient Investment on the Long Term

While silver is more volatile than gold, on the long term both are resilient investments.
Wealthy persons and families invest in gold and silver and 

transfer their assets from generation to generation.  

Prices in the past do not necessarily repeat in the future. 

Please form  your own opinion based on sources that you rely on.



WHY US?

High-security Class 10 Storage Facilities in the heart of Europe

In-house purchase and sales of precious metals

Excellent price-performance ration for both trading and storage

In-house bonded warehouse

Not part of the EU, but part of the EEA

Worldwide delivery

Storage outside the banking system

Segregated and allocated storage in the name of the client

Individual storage facilities

Detailed inventory confirmations with bar numbers and/or seal numbers.

No counterparty risk - no risk of insolvency

Insurance in the name of the client

Full insurance cover including embezzlement

Alternative storage in London, Frankfurt, Zurich, Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong and Panama

24/7 access to your assets stored

100 % discretion
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For more information or to arrange a meeting, please directly contact:

Mr Stefan Nolte (stefan.nolte@shandaconsult.com, +357 222 72 301), or

Mrs Bettina Borongics (bettina.borongics@shandaconsult.com, +357 222 72 303)

Shanda Consult Ltd

73, Makarios Avenue, Floor 5

1070 Nicosia - Republic of Cyprus




